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the Emperor Henry VII, and the Angevin attack on Sicily in 1314 gave
to Frederick the excuse of ignoring the life-term of his office (aa laid down
by the peace of Caltabellotta in 1303), and of getting the parliament of
Messina to acknowledge his son Peter as heir to the Crown. The greater
part of the book is, however, devoted to the taxes voted in the Sicilian
parliament of 1316-20 to provide for the expenses of the war, but which
remained in force until the nineteenth century. The' Capitoli' of these taxes
have hitherto been dated too late (e. g. 1346 by Sella), but Signor La Mantia
is able to assign them to their true period. They are varied in character,
but exhibit the general tendency of the Aragonese to substitute indirect for
direct taxation and the aristocratic nature of the movement which produced
the war of the vespers. The taxes of 1317 on imported articles of luxury show
how grievously the silk trade had diminished since Norman times, while
those on exported biscuit, tallow, and hemp give us considerable informa-
tion on the manning and equipment of the Sicilian fleet. There is an
appendix of six hitherto unprinted documents, chiefly relating to the further
history of these taxes in the reigns of Frederick's son and grandson. This
book forms, we take it, a preliminary study to Signor La Mantia's forth-
coming history of the Aragonese kings of Sicily, which will be welcomed
by all students of this difficult and obscure period. It may be noted that
on p. 5 Henry VH is made to die at Pisa. The emperor died, in fact, at
Buonconvento near Siena. G. B.

In part iv of his Beitrage xur Geschichte der Herzoge von Bitrgund (Heidel-
berg : Winter, 1913) Professor Otto Cartellieri prints for the firat time the
full text of three documents relating to the negotiations between John of
Burgundy and Henry V in 1414. The first is the record of the preliminary
treaty drawn np at Leicester on 23 May, which is really no more than the
heads of an agreement, followed by a record of the discussion (in the
shape of questions and answers) on various difficult points that had arisen ;
the critical question was how the duke would bear himself in relation to
the king's adversary of France, his pretended lord; hereon the BUT-1

gundian envoys were forced to reply that they must consult their master.
The second document gives the convention at Ypres on 27 August, which
takes the form of a discussion on the points raised at Leicester ; on the
general terms of the proposed treaty some progress was made, but when
the critical point was reached the duke's answers and assurances were
studiously vague; if requested not to hinder the king in seeking to obtain
the crown of France, he would acquiesce in the request. The third docu-
ment, drawn np at St. Omer on 29 September, expanded the previous
ones on some points of detail, but did not come nearer to a settlement of the
crucial matter. John would have gladly had English' aid to destroy his
own opponents, but would not commit himself too far. There is an air
of insincerity about the whole negotiations, but it is important to have
the full text of the documents for an elucidation of the tortuous diplomacy
on both sides. C. L. K.

The personality of John Tiptoft, earl of Worcester, has always attracted
attention as being the earliest and most complete English example of that
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